
Magoosh GRE Prep: A Comprehensive Review
of the Best GRE Study Material Online
If you're planning to take the GRE, you're probably wondering how to best
prepare for this challenging exam. One popular option is to use Magoosh
GRE prep, an online course that offers a comprehensive range of study
materials and features.

In this review, we'll take a close look at Magoosh GRE prep, including its
courses, pricing, and features. We'll also share some tips on how to use
Magoosh GRE prep effectively and help you decide if it's the right choice
for you.
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Magoosh GRE Courses

Magoosh GRE prep offers two main courses: a self-paced course and a
live online course. Both courses include access to the same core materials,
including:
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150+ hours of video lessons

1,000+ practice questions

4 full-length practice tests

Personalized study plans

24/7 email support

The self-paced course is the most popular option and costs $149. You can
access the course materials for 12 months and study at your own pace.
The live online course costs $249 and includes access to live online
classes with a Magoosh instructor. You can also get personalized feedback
on your practice tests.

Magoosh GRE Pricing

Magoosh GRE prep offers a variety of pricing options to fit your budget.
You can purchase a monthly subscription for $49, a 3-month subscription
for $99, or a 12-month subscription for $149. You can also purchase a
lifetime subscription for $399.

If you're not sure which subscription is right for you, Magoosh offers a free
7-day trial. This gives you access to all of the course materials so you can
try them out before you buy.

Magoosh GRE Features

Magoosh GRE prep offers a number of features that make it a great choice
for GRE prep. These features include:



Personalized study plans: Magoosh GRE prep creates a
personalized study plan based on your strengths and weaknesses.
This plan helps you focus your studies on the areas where you need
the most improvement.

Video lessons: Magoosh GRE prep offers over 150 hours of video
lessons covering all of the GRE content. These lessons are taught by
experienced GRE instructors and are designed to be engaging and
easy to follow.

Practice questions: Magoosh GRE prep includes over 1,000 practice
questions to help you prepare for the GRE. These questions are
similar to the questions you'll see on the actual exam and come with
detailed explanations.

Full-length practice tests: Magoosh GRE prep includes 4 full-length
practice tests to help you simulate the experience of taking the actual
GRE. These practice tests are timed and scored, so you can track your
progress and identify areas where you need to improve.

24/7 email support: Magoosh GRE prep offers 24/7 email support to
help you with any questions you have. The Magoosh team is
responsive and helpful, and they're always willing to go the extra mile
to help you succeed.

How to Use Magoosh GRE Prep Effectively

To get the most out of Magoosh GRE prep, it's important to use the
materials and features effectively. Here are a few tips:

Create a study schedule: The first step is to create a study schedule
that works for you. Magoosh GRE prep provides a personalized study



plan, but you can adjust it to fit your own needs. Make sure to
schedule regular study sessions and stick to them as much as
possible.

Start with the basics: If you're new to the GRE, it's important to start
with the basics. Magoosh GRE prep offers a number of video lessons
that cover the fundamental concepts of the GRE. Once you have a
solid understanding of the basics, you can move on to more advanced
topics.

Take practice tests: Practice tests are one of the best ways to
prepare for the GRE. Magoosh GRE prep includes 4 full-length
practice tests that you can use to simulate the experience of taking the
actual exam. Take these practice tests regularly and review your
results to identify areas where you need to improve.

Use the discussion forums: Magoosh GRE prep offers a number of
discussion forums where you can connect with other students and ask
questions. These forums are a great way to get help with difficult
concepts and to learn from others.

Take advantage of the support: Magoosh GRE prep offers 24/7
email support. If you have any questions or need help, don't hesitate to
reach out to the Magoosh team. They're always willing to help you
succeed.

Is Magoosh GRE Prep Right for You?

Magoosh GRE prep is a great option for students who are looking for a
comprehensive and affordable GRE prep course. The course materials are
high-quality and the features are designed to help you succeed. If you're



willing to put in the work, Magoosh GRE prep can help you achieve your
GRE goals.

However, Magoosh GRE prep may not be the right choice for everyone. If
you're looking for a more personalized experience, you may want to
consider a private tutor. And if you're on a tight budget, there are a number
of free and low-cost GRE prep resources available online.

Ultimately, the best way to decide if Magoosh GRE prep is right for you is to
try it out for yourself. The free 7-day trial gives you access to all of the
course materials so you can see if it's a good fit for you.

Magoosh GRE prep is a comprehensive and affordable GRE prep course
that can help you achieve your GRE goals. The course materials are high-
quality and the features are designed to help you succeed. If you're willing
to put in the work, Magoosh GRE prep can help you get into the graduate
school of your dreams.
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Wildcard Warcross, the debut novel by acclaimed sci-fi writer Marie Lu,
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